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The Ethical Fashion Initiative (EFI) was founded 
in 2009 as a public-private partnership with a UN 
program. Intended to bridge the gap between 
international economic development and ethical 
practices in the fashion industry, EFI supports 
sustainability initiatives, ethical fashion products, 
and the development of emerging brands. 
Currently, EFI chairs the UN Alliance for Sustainable 
Fashion, an initiative designed to contribute to 
Sustainable Development Goals through coordinated 
action in the fashion industry. As a proud partner of 
the European Commission Directorate-General for 
International Partnerships (EU INTPA), responsible for 
formulating the EU’s international partnership and 
development policy, EFI receives continued support 
towards its mission to create sustainability in fashion 
and economic growth for emerging brands.

“There are many reasons for joining JOOR 
and EFI saw enormous upsides to being 
on the platform. But the main reasons EFI 
chose JOOR is that JOOR is the leading 
player in the luxury fashion industry and 
could provide the participants of our 
Designer Accelerator with maximum 
visibility with JOOR’s global retailer 
network.”  
 
— Sadiath Alimath Aminou,  
     Merchandising and Sales Adviser

”



EFI’s Designer Accelerator is a program with a focus on ethical fashion brands from 
Africa that lack support to accelerate in the global marketplace, but EFI needed a solution 
to their issue of global reach. With the goal to help participating Designer Accelerator 
brands and designers maximize their visibility to global wholesalers and retailers, EFI was 
looking for a leading wholesale marketplace. Unfortunately with the onset of the global 
pandemic and the elimination of in-person tradeshows, Designer Accelerator brands and 
designers lost valuable opportunities to connect with ethical wholesalers and retailers. EFI 
needed an immediate solution that could support the growth of these emerging fashion 
brands by showcasing their designs to international buyers virtually.

Discovering retailers to foster expansion  
into new regions
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Identifying valuable connections  
with JOOR

The Solution

JOOR serves as a facilitator for EFI’s Designer Accelerator 
emerging brands, connecting them and their collections 
directly to a world of wholesalers and retailers across the 
globe. Even with turbulent market conditions brought on by 
the pandemic, and the disruption of face-to-face interactions 
and tradeshows, EFI’s growth continued, thanks to JOOR. 
JOOR’s Virtual Showrooms allow EFI to continue showcasing 
their designers’ work digitally and sell to JOOR’s expansive 
network of global retailers, 24/7. Coupled with JOOR Passport, 
which integrates JOOR’s Virtual Showroom experience with 
online tradeshows for brands to connect with retailers, EFI is 
no longer concerned about going back to in-person events.



Discover and reach more retailers in the global marketplace with the help of luxury 
fashion’s leading digital wholesale platform. See JOOR in action today: joor.com/demo
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